1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Across the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK), experimentation with intoxicating substances steadily increases during the adolescent years ([@bb0020]; [@bb0028]; [@bb0049]; [@bb0068]). While some of these rates have maintained historical consistency (e.g., the general use of alcohol during the high school years), within the past decade, across geographic regions, adolescents are beginning to use substances at increasingly early ages. For instance, by age 18, youth show high rates of lifetime alcohol consumption (having had at least one drink during lifetime: \>74% in the UK and US), high rates of current drinking (having had at least one drink during the past week: 25% for UK 15 year olds; and past month: 48% for US 18 year olds), and a proportion of youth report starting drinking by the completion of their elementary education (by age 11: 12% in the UK; by age 13: 15% in the US) ([@bb0028]; [@bb0068]).

Binge drinking, defined worldwide as the consumption of 4 or more drinks (units) per drinking occasion for girls, and 5 or more drinks (units) per drinking occasion for boys ([@bb0047]), has attracted increasing attention from the media and from neuroscientists over recent years due to its direct association with rates of behavioural risk (including increased incidence of accidents and injuries) and potential neural impact (interference with on-going neural development; [@bb0090]). Concretely, numerous 15--18 year olds in the UK (52%; [@bb003]; [@bb0042]) and US (between 20 and 32%; [@bb00114]) report binge drinking during the past month. Recent studies indicate even more alarming statistics, with 16% of US adolescents reportedly engaging in 'extreme' binge drinking (defined as more than 10 drinks (units) per drinking event) ([@bb0028]; [@bb0073]).

Increasing levels of alcohol consumption during human adolescence map directly onto the emergence of alcohol use disorder (AUD; [@bb002]) symptomology during this same developmental period. To that end, although low during early adolescence (ages 12--14), rates of diagnosable AUDs start approaching those of adulthood during late adolescence (age 18+). In the current iteration of the DSM, AUDs are broadly defined as problem drinking patterns that, over the course of one year, cause distress, interfere with daily life and are manifested by at least two clinical symptoms (e.g., drinking more or for longer than intended, interference with school or work, use in hazardous situations; [@bb002]).

Even when rates of AUDs start approaching rates seen in adulthood, there are notable differences between adolescent and adult drinking patterns ([@bb0020]; [@bb0022]). Specifically, adolescents tend to drink in much more transient and episodic ways than adults, with fewer physiological symptoms of AUD severity (e.g., withdrawal) despite consuming similar quantities of alcohol per drinking occasion ([@bb0026]). In addition, most alcohol-consuming adolescents do not progress to sustained AUDs ([@bb0020]; [@bb0085]). Rather, alcohol use and alcohol-related problems naturally remit for most adolescents ([@bb0018]; [@bb0022])once they subsume more adult roles and responsibilities (e.g., obtaining jobs, developing relationships, building families). However, several factors increase the risk of AUDs in adulthood, including beginning regular or high-risk (binge) drinking at a younger age ([@bb0018]; [@bb0022]), drinking larger amounts per occasion ([@bb00116]), and progressively escalating the volume or frequency of alcohol consumption ([@bb0018]; [@bb0019]).

Despite the strong body of work on the prevalence, psychosocial correlates and potential consequences of adolescent alcohol use (e.g., [@bb001]; [@bb0020]; [@bb0051]), surprisingly little is known about how drinking alcohol affects the developing human brain. Scholars widely agree that alcohol use during the adolescent years has a higher potential for neurotoxicity than during adulthood. This heightened neurotoxicity is likely due to the significant neurobiological changes that occur during this developmental period ([@bb0048]; [@bb0057]; [@bb0076]). More specifically, studies indicate that the typical adolescent brain undergoes substantial and protracted development in terms of both structure and function throughout the teenage years and into the 20s and even 30s (e.g., [@bb0015]; [@bb0038]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0077]; [@bb0078]; [@bb0088]; [@bb0087]; [@bb00101]; [@bb00117]).

The animal literature also clearly indicates that the adolescent brain is particularly sensitive to alcohol consumption (for a review, see [@bb0090]). Animal work has shown that during adolescence, particularly early adolescence, exposure to alcohol catalyses a chain of biological and behavioural alterations, which at low doses may facilitate social interactions in play and the initiation of some adult-like social behaviours ([@bb0090]). At moderate to high levels of alcohol consumption, a more severe negative cascade is observed, with evidence that alcohol use interferes with motor functioning and memory, and compromises brain plasticity. Furthermore, younger adolescent animals experience fewer alcohol-related warning signs that deter use in adult animals, including motor impairing, anxiolytic, and hangover effects. As a result, young animals often experience the beneficial effects of alcohol (the positive aspects) without the negative consequences that deter high volume and frequency drinking among adults ([@bb0090]).

In terms of its manner of operation, alcohol interacts with a number of key neural systems including the glutamatergic, gamma-amino-butyric acid (GABA), serotonergic, cholinergic, opioid and dopaminergic systems ([@bb0029]). While the nature of these relationships is still not completely clear (e.g., [@bb0075]), it is important to note that alcohol operates at key receptor sites that are deeply in development during adolescence, including GABA (inhibitory) and N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA; excitatory) receptor systems ([@bb0075]; [@bb0090]). Some suggest that it is precisely this process of development that gives adolescent alcohol use its characteristic behavioural pattern, with greater sensitivity to the rewarding features, and less experience of the negative aspects ([@bb0090]).

Despite the wide body of animal and human adult literature, a surprisingly small number of empirical studies have examined how alcohol-related neurotoxic damage might occur in the developing human brain. Thus, we sought to address this by conducting a stringent, systematic review that examined the current body of peer-reviewed, empirical work. Specifically, we sought to investigate how active alcohol use (AU) may impact human adolescent brain structure (using magnetic resonance imaging, MRI) and function (using functional (f)MRI). Our aim was to develop an empirically-driven understanding of how alcohol use influences the developing human brain. This information is critical for developing more effective prevention and intervention efforts for alcohol-consuming young people.

2. Systematic review methodology {#sec2}
================================

To investigate how active alcohol consumption affects the developing human brain, we carried out a systematic review of the existing published literature (14 years of published MRI and fMRI research) on the relationship between human adolescent alcohol use and brain structure and function.

3. Study inclusion criteria {#sec3}
===========================

As we were specifically interested in data addressing the interplay between alcohol use and the developing human brain, we required that studies were empirical (rather than theoretical or reviews) and contained a group of alcohol using (AU) human adolescents (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for review criteria). To fully understand the impact of alcohol on the developing brain, we required that participants were adolescents, defined here as ages 12--19 years inclusive. We required that the sample size must include at least 12 AU adolescent participants. We wanted to evaluate how active alcohol consumption affects the human adolescent brain. We therefore excluded studies that did not contain AU samples, such as those investigating prenatal alcohol or other substance use exposure ([@bb0053]; [@bb0059]), positive family history of AUDs ([@bb0043]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0089]), and genetic risk factors ([@bb0045]; [@bb00109]) in the absence of active alcohol use. We wanted to assess the independent contribution of active alcohol use on the developing brain, so we purposefully excluded studies that had a primary focus on co-occurring psychiatric or neurological disorders ([@bb0025]), or pharmacology (e.g., [@bb0036]), or substance use other than alcohol. Finally, to be included, a study had to include the main effects of alcohol consumption on the adolescent brain, even if other substance use groups were in the study. Thus, the presented body of research does not represent the larger aggregate work and/or research conducted with animals ([@bb0079]; [@bb0091]).

4. Study methodology. {#sec4}
=====================

We followed the PRISMA guidelines for systematic reviews ([@bb0056]) (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Following established methodology in this field, we began by having all three authors independently searched "alcohol", "fMRI,", "adolescent", and/or "MRI" on PubMed. This yielded 965 peer-reviewed studies. Following the PRISMA guidelines, all publications were evaluated for their fit against our inclusion criteria (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This resulted in 10 MRI and 11 fMRI studies. More detail regarding each study can be found in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. We encourage readers who seek greater methodological detail to access the resources available in the original manuscripts.

5. Systematic review of structural MRI literature {#sec5}
=================================================

The most common analysis approach for MRI is voxel-based morphometry (VBM), which measures the volume of tissue (grey matter, GM; white matter, WM) in the brain. This method can be used to compare brain tissue across two groups, such as AU versus non-AU youth. The spatial resolution of MRI is higher than other types of brain scanning, but low compared with studying brain cells under a microscope: each voxel of WM contains thousands of axons, and each voxel of GM contains tens of thousands of neurons and millions of synapses. Thus, we cannot be sure what changes in WM or GM as seen in MRI correspond to at the level of the cell or the synapse, and this question is debated elsewhere (e.g., [@bb0075]).

We found six published studies that examined the brain structure of AU youth and used MRI to evaluate WM volume, GM volume and/or cortical thickness. It should be noted that several studies used samples from the same parent projects; this is denoted within [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

[@bb0031] examined how brain structure compared across AU and non-AU South African adolescents, aged 12--16 \[mean age (M) = 14.82 years\] from moderately low socio-economic backgrounds. All AU participants were matched to non-AU participants by age (within 1 year), gender, and structural imaging protocol (N = 128 youth; 64 AUD; 64 non-AU controls; 70 females). AU youth had begun drinking at age 11.97 years. In comparison, 44% of the non-AU youth had never consumed alcohol. Two significant group-by-gender interactions were found in terms of brain volume in the thalamus and putamen, whereby AU males had smaller volumes than non-AU males, and AU females had greater volumes than non-AU females. In addition, AU youth had lower GM density compared with non-AU youth in several regions from the left temporal cortex into the left frontal and parietal cortices. Importantly, AU youth showed an average 12.5% smaller GM density than non-AU youth. The VBM analysis showed significant differences in brain volumes for gender (males \> females) and for alcohol use (non-AU \> AU) across the left frontal, temporal and parietal regions.

[@bb0057], [@bb0058]. This study aimed to explore the impact of binge drinking on cerebellar structure. This sample was comprised of 46 AU youth (defined as having at least one binge drinking episode during the past 3 months), aged 16--19, and 60 non-AU youth (with no past 3 month binge drinking and/or no AUD diagnoses). Cerebellar volumes were examined with FreeSurfer, a brain imaging analysis tool used to measure cortical volume, surface area and thickness. Across both AU and non-AU youth, greater number of peak drinks (greatest quantity of alcohol consumed during a single occasion over the past 3 months) was significantly correlated with smaller left hemisphere cerebellar GM and WM and smaller right hemisphere cerebellar GM. Gender did not moderate these effects. These results held even after controlling for a number of potentially salient factors including, intracranial volume, depressive symptoms, conduct disorder diagnosis, family history of substance use disorder, recent tobacco use, lifetime cannabis use, lifetime other drug use, suggesting that co-occurring factors did not drive the observed relationships.

[@bb0060]. This was one of the first studies to utilize a longitudinal design to examine the neurodevelopmental correlates of adolescent AU. Adolescents (n = 55; ages 14--19 at baseline), including an AU sample who transitioned into alcohol use (defined here as "alcohol initiators"; n = 30), were compared with a sample of continuous non-AU youth (n = 25; matched for estimated IQ, gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and externalizing behaviour). On average, AU youth consumed alcohol on 3.9 occasions per month, engaging in high-risk patterns of alcohol use (binge drinking; M = 5.4 drinks per occasion; M = 22.3 drinks per month). While AU did not differ from non-AU youth at baseline, at the 2 year follow-up (Y2), AU youth showed greater decreases in cortical thickness across the right middle frontal gyrus, with less WM development in the right hemisphere precentral gyrus, lingual gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and anterior cingulate, compared with non-AU youth. Because of the longitudinal nature of this study, unlike cross-sectional correlational studies, these data indicate the salient and causal contribution of occasional binge drinking on adolescent brain development.

[@bb0063]. This study aimed to parse the relative impact of co-occurring behavioural disorders on differences between AU (defined as meeting AUD criteria; n = 14) and non-AU youth (n = 17), aged 15--17 years. This study observed significant group differences in prefrontal cortex (PFC) volume, although there were no significant group differences in overall brain volume. Rather, there were significant interactions between group and gender. Specifically, AU females had smaller PFC volumes and WM volumes than non-AU females, and AU males showed relatively larger PFC volumes and WM volumes than non-AU males. These data suggest that gender may moderate the impact of alcohol consumption on PFC development during adolescence, thus highlighting the importance of examining the effect of gender in adolescent AU and brain development.

[@bb0067]. This study sought to evaluate the impact of adolescent alcohol consumption on the hippocampus. This sample included AU adolescents (ages 15--17; defined as youth who met AUD criteria, who were predominantly weekend binge drinkers; n = 14), and a group of demographically similar non-AU youth (n = 17). Examination of intracranial WM and GM volumes indicated smaller left hippocampal volumes for AU compared with non-AU group. Contrary to predictions, both AU and non-AU groups showed comparable right hippocampal and intracranial GM and WM volumes. Furthermore, no relationship was observed between hippocampal volumes and patterns of AU (e.g., age of onset of regular drinking, years of regular drinking, drinks consumed per month, alcohol withdrawal symptoms, estimated typical peak blood alcohol content, lifetime number of AUD criteria). These findings indicate a significant relationship between reduced left hippocampal volume and adolescent AU.

[@bb0094] sought to evaluate the impact of high-risk (binge drinking) on cortical thickness. The sample included 29 AU youth (defined as youth engaged in binge drinking) and 30 non-AU youth, aged 16--19 years (matched for age, gender, pubertal development and family alcohol history). Similar to other studies reviewed here ([@bb0031]; [@bb0063]), this team found significant group by gender interactions, whereby AU males had thinner cortices than non-AU males, and AU females had thicker cortices than non-AU females across frontal regions including the frontal pole, pars orbitalis, medial orbital frontal gyrus and rostral anterior cingulate. Across these left frontal regions, AU females showed 8% thicker cortices, and AU males showed 7% thinner cortices than gender-matched non-AU peers.

5.1. Overview of structural MRI studies {#sec5.1}
---------------------------------------

When considered together, several patterns emerge. Compared with non-AU youth, some AU adolescents show significant smaller brain volumes and lower GM density within several important regions including the hippocampus ([@bb0067]), and left frontal, temporal and parietal cortices ([@bb0031]), along with trend levels of the same pattern (e.g., AU youth showing smaller anterior ventral PFC volumes; [@bb0063]). This pattern was also observed in the one longitudinal study, whereby AU youth (those who commenced AU during the study) showed greater decreases in cortical thickness in a single cluster of the right middle frontal gyrus, and less WM development across the right precentral gyrus, lingual gyrus, middle temporal gyrus and anterior cingulate at the 2-year follow-up ([@bb0060]). In addition, these studies reflect a significant inverse pattern between quantity of alcohol consumed and brain volume, whereby consuming more alcohol was related to less brain volume for these youth ([@bb0031]; [@bb0058]).

Our review also revealed gender differences in several, but not all studies included herein ([@bb0031]; [@bb0063]; [@bb0094]). Specifically, several studies showed that compared with non-AU females, AU females had greater brain volumes across several regions including the thalamus and putamen ([@bb0031]), as well as smaller brain volumes in regions including the PFC ([@bb0063]). We also observed thicker cortices for AU females in the left frontal regions including the frontal pole, pars orbitalis, medial orbital frontal gyrus and rostral anterior cingulate ([@bb0094]).

5.2. Diffusor tensor imaging (DTI) studies {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------

DTI offers a non-invasive technique for the assessment of WM structures by quantifying the diffusion of water molecules within the brain ([@bb0066]). If unconstrained, water molecules will randomly diffuse in all directions. In contrast, non-random diffusion can be used to infer constraints placed upon the motion of water by physical features such as cell membranes or interactions with large molecules ([@bb0052]). Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a measure used to indicate the degree of non-randomness of diffusion, providing information on the microstructure of WM and the axons contained within it. Mean diffusivity (MD) is an index of the overall magnitude of diffusion irrespective of direction and therefore tends to be decreased by these same factors. In typical development, reflecting increasing myelination, a pattern of overall FA increasing and MD decreasing during childhood and adolescence is generally observed ([@bb005]; [@bb006]; [@bb0054]). High FA is interpreted as reflecting coherently bundled myelinated axons and axonal pruning, and has been associated with more efficient neuronal signalling ([@bb0099]) and improved cognitive performance ([@bb008]; [@bb0082]).

With regard to DTI, we were only able to find a total of five published, peer-reviewed studies that examined AU youth using this methodology. Across the five studies included here, we report on MD and FA values.

[@bb0017]. This study sought to isolate the influence of alcohol consumption on WM microstructure in the absence of co-occurring substance use or behavioural disorders. To this end, the authors included AU youth (defined as youth with AUDs; N = 50, ages 14--19) as well as age- and gender-matched non-AU youth (controls; N = 50). Compared with non-AU youth, AU youth did *not* show a pattern of overall lower FA, decreased FA in WM tracts of the limbic system, or higher MD. Rather, AU youth showed *increased* FA within WM limbic tracts (e.g., forinix, stria terminalis), but increased FA was not associated with any AU measures. The authors highlighted the different developmental pattern of FA (increased rather than decreased) in this sample of AU youth. Because greater FA in limbic regions was not associated with AU measures the authors posited that these differences may represent a precursor or biomarker of later AU. As the WM tracts with greater FA in this study connect with the septal nuclei, which are involved in reward/reinforcement, the authors suggest that drinking behaviour may be reinforced in youth who have higher FA, and potentially greater myelination in these regions.

[@bb0046]. This study examined the status of WM integrity in youth with histories of AU and cannabis use. Youth (n = 42; ages 16--19) were grouped into one of the three categories: non-AU youth with very limited substance use history --- "controls", n = 14; AU youth who had had at least one binge drinking episode --- "binge drinkers", n = 14; and AU + MJ youth with one binge drinking episode and lifetime cannabis use --- "binge drinkers + cannabis users", n = 14. Here, we report results for only the AU versus non-AU youth comparisons. AU youth showed lower FA than non-AU youth across several WM regions, including superior corona radiata, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, superior longitudinal fasciculus. Measures of MD did not differ across groups.

[@bb0062] compared AU youth (defined as youth who had at least one binge drinking episode in the past 3 months; n = 14, ages 16--19) with a sample of non-AU youth (youth without a binge drinking history; n = 14, matched for age, gender and level of education, and statistically similar across other demographic measures). AU youth had lower FA than non-AU youth across 18 WM clusters, including the corpus callosum, superior longitudinal fasciculus, corona radiata, internal and external capsules, and commissural, limbic, brainstem and cortical projection fibres. Reflecting dose-dependent differences, lower FA across six of these regions was associated with greater hangover symptoms and higher estimated peak blood alcohol concentrations (BAC). Specifically, greater hangover symptoms were associated with more compromised WM in the corpus callosum, anterior corona radiata and inferior peduncle. Higher peak BAC was correlated with poorer fibre tract quality across the corpus callosum, internal/external capsules, and posterior corona radiata. The authors interpreted these data to suggest that high-risk drinking (high quantity and/or greater hangover symptoms) may represent an estimate of adverse impact upon WM microstructure. Conversely, hangover symptoms might provide a proxy for difficult to recall estimates of high-risk consumption. No areas of FA were higher for AU versus non-AU youth. These data suggest the potentially damaging effects of infrequent, but high-quantity alcohol exposure on WM integrity and coherence.

[@bb00105]. This sample comprised an ethnically and socio-economically diverse sample of high risk, justice-involved adolescents ages 14--18 (n = 125) divided in groups by hazardous drinking symptoms via the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT). Youth were either AU (defined as youth with high AUDIT scores; n = 74 or non-AU (defined as youth with low AUDIT scores; n = 51). AU youth had lower FA than non-AU youth across the right and left posterior corona radiata and the right superior longitudinal fasciculus. In contrast to previous work, AU youth (versus non-AU youth) had higher FA in the right anterior corona radiata. No group differences in MD were found. This study provides further evidence for a relatively lower pattern of FA for AU youth.

5.3. Transition into Alcohol Use {#sec5.3}
--------------------------------

[@bb0060]. As reviewed in the MRI section, the goal of this study was to use a longitudinal design to build upon the existing cross-sectional observations of adolescent AU. Youth (n = 55; ages 14--19 at baseline), including an AU sample who transitioned into alcohol use (defined "alcohol initiators": n = 30), were compared with non-AU youth (n = 25; matched on estimated IQ, gender distribution, ethnicity, background socioeconomic status and externalizing behaviour). While AU did not differ from non-AU youth at baseline, non-AU youth showed greater gains in FA over the 2-year follow-up in the left caudate/thalamic region and the right inferior frontal occipital fasciculus. As stated in the [@bb0060] summary above, these longitudinal data causally show how adolescent binge drinking impacts neurocircuitry involved in behavioural regulation, attention and executive function, in a way that the cross-sectional studies cannot. The impact of adolescent AU on these regions is particularly concerning, given the role of these hubs in information processing.

5.4. Overview of DTI studies {#sec5.4}
----------------------------

Increases in FA values and decreases in MD values are both associated with greater myelination and organization of neuronal fibre tracts ([@bb0052]). Decreased MD is generally interpreted as "better" WM integrity, whereas decreased FA is believed to represent "worse" WM integrity ([@bb007]). One study reviewed here reported higher FA for AU youth ([@bb0017]), potentially reflecting the very high rates of alcohol use within this sample (M = 60 drinks/month). However, the majority of the studies found AU youth to have poorer measures of WM integrity (lower FA values) than non-AU youth across a number of areas (corona radiata, inferior/superior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, corpus callosum, internal and external capsules, and commissural, limbic, brainstem, and cortical projection fibres; [@bb0046]; [@bb0062]; [@bb00105]). Overall, group differences in MD were not found between AU and non-AU youth ([@bb0017]; [@bb0046]; [@bb0060]; [@bb00105]). This pattern was also reported in the single longitudinal study reviewed, whereby AU youth had less FA gains than non-AU youth across the 2-year follow-up in the caudate/thalamus and right inferior frontal occipital fasciculus ([@bb0060]). Additionally, as with the structural MRI studies, an inverse pattern was found between alcohol consumption (quantity of alcohol, hangover symptoms, BAC) and WM integrity across some studies (lower FA in the body of the corpus callosum, internal and right external capsules, anterior/posterior corona radiata, cerebellar peduncle; [@bb0062]), but not others (e.g., [@bb0017]).

6. Systematic review of fMRI studies {#sec6}
====================================

A number of recent studies have investigated brain activity (blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal) in AU versus non-AU youth, while participants carry out different tasks in the scanner using fMRI.

6.1. Verbal/spatial working memory {#sec6.1}
----------------------------------

Several studies in the field of adolescent addiction fMRI have evaluated working memory. This area has been a target because the neural structures and functions that underlie working memory continue to develop during adolescence ([@bb0024]). In adults, this network includes the premotor cortex, dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC), ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC), frontal poles, inferior and posterior parietal cortex and cerebellum ([@bb0071]). Studies suggest that during adolescence, these activation patterns localize to more posterior- and right-sided areas, with the inferior parietal lobe gaining greater involvement ([@bb0089]).

[@bb00104]. This study evaluated spatial working memory (SWM) in 15 AU youth (defined as youth with AUDs; 5 females) and 19 non-AU youth (youth without AUDs; 8 females) ages 15--17 years. While no group differences were observed in task performance, AU youth (as compared with non-AU youth), showed higher levels of BOLD signal during the SWM task relative to the vigilance task bilaterally in the precuneus and superior parietal lobule. AU youth showed less BOLD activity relative to non-AU youth in the left precentral gyrus, left inferior temporal and fusiform gyri, right mesial inferior precuneus, right cuneus extending into middle occipital gyrus, left superior occipital gyrus, left middle/occipital/lingual/fusiform gyri and bilateral cerebellum. These findings suggest that AU youth show alterations in brain activity during SWM, despite their task performance remaining within the normal range. This means that AU youth engaged more task-irrelevant regions (prefrontal and temporal), rather than the more task-relevant regions observed for non-AU youth (middle frontal and cerebellar). In addition, greater drinks consumed and greater withdrawal/hangover symptoms were associated with greater BOLD response, while lifetime alcohol consumption was associated with less BOLD response. The variation of regions engaged in the SWM task suggested to the authors that alcohol consumption during this developmental period might stimulate neuronal reorganization (e.g., compensatory mechanisms) to bring unexpected (task-irrelevant) regions in order to achieve comparable performance to non-AU youth.

[@bb0016]. A sample of 18 AU youth (defined as youth with AUDs; 7 females) and 21 non-AU youth (9 females) aged 14--17 years participated in the same experimental SWM and baseline vigilance tasks employed in [@bb00104]. Behaviourally, AU youth performed significantly faster on the SWM task as compared with non-AU youth. In the analysis of task response by group, AU youth showed increased BOLD activation during the SWM task compared with non-AU youth in certain portions of the bilateral superior frontal gyri (SFG), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), inferior parietal lobule (IPL), precuneus, fusiform and middle temporal gyrus. In examination of task response by group, AU youth also showed decreased activation compared with non-AU youth in other parts of the IFG, right MFG, left precentral gyrus, insula, bilateral precuneus and cerebellum. Despite equivalent performance to non-AU youth, AU youth showed a pattern of engaging task-irrelevant regions (middle and superior frontal, inferior parietal, temporal cortices). There were also gender differences such that female AU youth showed highest levels of alterations in patterns of activity. The authors interpret this to suggest that young females might be particularly vulnerable to the detrimental effects of alcohol use.

[@bb0093]. In this study, 40 AU youth (defined as binge drinkers; 13 females) and 55 non-AU youth (non-drinkers; 24 females), ages 16--19 years, were evaluated with the same SWM and baseline vigilance task employed by [@bb00104] and [@bb0016]. There were no significant group differences in task performance. Based on previous findings, the authors conducted a targeted evaluation of five ROIs. Among these regions, AU youth showed less activation than non-AU youth in the right SFG and right IFG. This team also found interactions between AU and gender in the ROI and exploratory whole brain analyses. To this end, female AU youth showed *less* activity during SWM than female non-AU youth, while male AU youth showed *more* activity than male non-AU youth across the left MFG, right middle temporal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus and left cerebellum. The authors suggested that this pattern, particularly the hypoactivation observed in female AU youth, may reflect a greater impact of alcohol consumption on the development of female youths\' frontal brain regions, contributing to a negative feedback loop between frontal engagement, executive control, and subsequent risk for future AU.

[@bb00103] studied 35 youth (13 females) ages 15--17 years with a range of drinking patterns. All youth in this sample were defined as AU youth, with participants reporting drinking at least one time (91% reported drinking \>10 times (lifetime), with a mean of 56.77 drinks per month). Participants carried out a visual working memory (VWM) task with high or low load. Hierarchical regressions (Step 1: age, gender, ethnicity; Step 2: drinks per month), suggested that two areas activated by the task predicted significant variance in AU. Specifically, an inverse relationship was found such that higher BOLD signal in the right superior frontal/bilateral cingulate gyri and right cerebellar culmen/right parahippocampal area was related to less problem drinking symptoms (requiring more drinks to experience the same effects).

[@bb0092]. This paper by reports two studies. In the first, 20 AU youth (defined as heavy drinkers; 11 females; mean age 17 years; range 15--19) were compared with 20 non-AU youth (non-drinkers; 11 females; mean age = 17.6 years; range 15--19; matched for age, gender, pubertal development, and family history of alcohol use). Youth were evaluated with the same VWM paradigm reported in [@bb00103]. No group differences were observed on task performance. Compared with non-AU youth, AU youth showed higher BOLD signal in the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG), right MFG/superior frontal gyrus (SFG), right SFG and right inferior parietal lobule, and lower BOLD signal in the left middle occipital gyrus, during the VWM task. These regions were used as ROIs in the second study, which involved longitudinal scanning at two time points. All 40 participants in the second study (none of whom were involved in the first) had a baseline scan before any significant AU (aged 12--16 years) and a follow-up scan approximately 3 years later (aged 15--19 years). Participants were part of a larger, longitudinal study, so researchers were able to select 20 AU youth (defined as alcohol initiators who had started heavy drinking; 6 females) and 20 non-AU youth (demographically-matched non-drinkers; 6 females). No significant group differences in performance were observed, nor were there significant group-by-time interactions in behaviour. There was a group-by-time interaction in two ROIs: the inferior parietal lobule and left MFG. At time 1, prior to consumption of alcohol (baseline), future AU youth showed less activation than future non-AU youth in both regions. At time 2 (3 years after the initiation of alcohol consumption in the AU youth), AU youth showed increased activity whereas non-AU youth exhibited decreased activity in both regions.

6.2. Summary of working memory studies {#sec6.2}
--------------------------------------

In terms of visual/spatial working memory, AU youth generally engaged less task-relevant areas. While study authors interpreted this as reflecting a lack of ability to access the expected neural regions, it is equally possible that this pattern of decreased activation accompanied by equivalent performance could reflect greater cognitive efficiency. A second consideration for interpretation is that AU youth engaged more task-irrelevant areas (e.g., temporal and/or dorsal regions which identify "where?" rather than "what?") ([@bb0016]; [@bb0093]; [@bb00104]). However, several studies also indicated the use of more task-relevant regions within the AU group, particularly across the frontal (gyri), parietal (IPL, SPL), temporal (gyri) and precuneus ([@bb0016]; [@bb0092]; [@bb00104]). The study authors interpreted this as AU youths\' need to utilize more task-relevant resources (higher levels of activity in those areas) to achieve the same behavioural performance as non-AU youth. However, these interpretations are speculative, as it is not truly possible to know what reduced or heightened BOLD signal reflects in terms of level of engagement or related behaviour (see [Limitations](#sec9){ref-type="sec"}).

6.3. Paired-associates {#sec6.3}
----------------------

During a typical paired-associates task, participants learn a number of word pairs, such as monosyllabic nouns, prior to their time in the scanner. Once in the scanner, prior to fMRI acquisition, participants are asked to learn those word pairs again along with a number of new word pairs. Participants are shown the first member of the pair and are asked to verbalize the second member of the pair. Learning/recall trials are generally repeated until participants have shown some level of mastery (e.g., learning 10 of 16 pairs; [@bb0084]). Next, during fMRI acquisition, participants are shown all learned pairs again, along with a new set of pairs in order to investigate which brain regions are involved in learning old versus new information. In adults, this task typically activates a number of established brain regions. In response to old words relative to fixation, activity is observed in the left superior parietal lobule, left middle occipital gyrus, right cuneus, right inferior occipital gyrus, right and left putamen and lateral globus pallidus. In response to new words relative to fixation, activity is observed in the left precentral gyrus, right inferior occipital gyrus, right caudate tail and left inferior frontal gyrus ([@bb0041]).

[@bb0084]. AU youth (defined as recent binge drinkers; n = 12; 2 females) and non-AU youth (non-drinkers; n = 12; 4 females), ages 16--18 years, completed a verbal encoding task ([@bb0030]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0041]), which required participants to memorize 16 word pairs before and during fMRI scanning. No significant group differences in performance were observed, although AU youth recalled marginally fewer words than non-AU youth, and nearly half of AU youth did not adequately recall the word pair list (\<63% accuracy). Compared with non-AU youth, AU youth showed higher activity during encoding in several task-relevant areas, including the right superior frontal, bilateral posterior parietal cortical, and cingulate regions involved in working memory and verbal storage. AU youth also showed lower activity in task-relevant regions including the occipital cortex extending into the right parahippocampal gyrus and medial right precuneus (relevant for visual and linguistic processing, learning and memory). In addition, non-AU youth showed significant activation in the left hippocampus during novel encoding, whereas AU youth did not. The authors suggest that this pattern of greater right superior prefrontal activation during learning may reflect AU youths\' reliance on frontal memory networks, potentially as an effort to compensate for lower levels of medial temporal lobe (hippocampal/parahippocampal) activation, or increased effort to suppress task-irrelevant information during verbal working memory tasks.

6.4. Alcohol cue-exposure {#sec6.4}
-------------------------

As alcohol and other substance use likely involves differential patterns of processing reward ([@bb00110]) and incentive salience ([@bb0080]), fMRI-based cue-exposure paradigms have been used to study the immediate, implicit brain-based response of substance users to salient substance-related cues that trigger use. Within this context, substance users are typically shown a series of stimuli (e.g., images, words, scents; [@bb0065]; [@bb0097]; [@bb00102]) that contain the substance (e.g., an image of a can of beer) and a matched control (e.g., an image of a can of hairspray). Potentially representing a neurobiological phenotype (e.g., [@bb0021]), imaging research suggests that AU adults show greater activity in the dorsal striatum, prefrontal areas (e.g. OFC), insula, anterior cingulate cortex, ventral tegmental area and nucleus accumbens as compared with non-AU adults (e.g., [@bb0021]; [@bb00102]; [@bb00112]).

[@bb00102]. Using a visual alcohol cue exposure paradigm, 15 AU youth (defined as youth who met criteria for AUD) and 15 non-AU youth (with limited alcohol and other substance experience) ages 15--17 were presented with images containing alcohol content (e.g., alcohol advertisements) and control images (e.g., images matched to style but without alcohol content). While no group differences were observed in reaction time for either alcohol-related or control cues, AU youth showed greater BOLD response than non-AU youth across 21 regions including task-relevant reward and substance-craving areas including frontal and limbic regions (ventral anterior cingulate, prefrontal cortex, orbital gyrus, subcallosal cortex), as well as less task-relevant posterior regions (IFG, paracentral lobule, parahippocampus, amygdala, fusiform gyrus, temporal lobe, hypothalamus, posterior cingulate, precuneus, cuneus, angular gyrus). These latter regions are involved in visual association, episodic recall, appetitive functions, and association formation processes. Additionally, non-AU youth showed greater BOLD response than the AU youth to alcohol versus control pictures in only two regions (right middle frontal gyrus and right IFG). Notably, in the AU youth, greater quantity of AU per month was positively correlated with BOLD response in task-relevant regions including the left inferior frontal, left paracentral lobule/dorsal cingulate, right precuneus/cuneus, right precuneus/posterior cingulate. In addition, within the AU group, higher BOLD signal in response to alcohol versus control cues was correlated with desire to drink across task-relevant frontal and visual regions including the left superior frontal gyrus, right precentral gyrus, right postcentral gyrus, right paracentral lobule, right superior parietal lobule, fusiform gyri and lingual gyri. In addition, an inverse relationship between BOLD response and desire to drink was observed for the task-relevant craving-based region of the left ventral anterior cingulate.

The authors interpret these data to indicate that AU youth have a greater neural response to alcohol-related cues than do non-AU youth. In addition, AU youth engaged task-relevant resources, meaning they engaged areas that have been established to be important in incentive reward and drug craving, including the ventral anterior cingulate, nucleus accumbens, left prefrontal, orbitofrontal, amygdala and posterior cingulate. AU youth were found to activate additional areas, such as those involved in visual processing, perhaps because of the nature of the task, and decision-making (ventromedial regions). The authors speculate about the neural impact that visual alcohol advertisements may have on the developing brain, especially in youth who are already heavy drinkers.

6.5. Gambling paradigm {#sec6.5}
----------------------

The Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) requires participants to select one card from four existing decks, each of which is associated with different profiles of monetary gain and loss ([@bb009]; [@bb0011]). Some decks initially appear lucrative but eventually result in catastrophic loss. Other decks are 'steady earners', with small wins rarely penalized by even smaller losses. Healthy adults tend to favor the risky decks initially, but then often unconsciously settle on the safer options ([@bb0010]). In adults, the IGT involves the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the insula and posterior cingulate cortex, the medial orbitofrontal cortex and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the ventral striatum, anterior cingulate and supplementary motor area ([@bb0055]).

[@bb00120] examined BOLD response in a sample of Chinese adolescents, ages 16--18. Fourteen AU youth (defined as binge drinkers) and 14 non-AU youth (never drinkers) were administered a computerized version of the IGT. In terms of task-related behaviour, AU youth performed less well than the non-AU youth, continuing to select from the disadvantageous packs of cards while the non-AU youth switched to advantageous packs over the course of the task. AU youth showed greater task-relevant activation across the left amygdala and left/right insula, as compared with non-AU youth, possibly signifying more involvement of their decision-making neural circuitry than non-AU youth. Within AU youth, a relationship was found between drinking problems and BOLD response. During the IGT, there was a positive correlation with task-relevant right insula activity, and an inverse correlation with OFC activity. The authors connect the pattern of affective decision-making observed within this sample with the larger framework of activation observed for this task across systems of regulatory competence (OFC/VMPC, lateral prefrontal cortex), emotion processing (insula), and behavioural action (dorsal striatum), with an additional pattern of response observed across reward processing and conflict monitoring. Together, the authors suggest the greater role of emotional and incentive systems in adolescent risk behaviour in the context of youth drinking and, in association, the potential risk for engaging in binge drinking.

6.6. Inhibition {#sec6.6}
---------------

While several factors determine whether or not adolescents decide to engage in risky patterns of alcohol use, such as binge drinking, the role of response inhibition is particularly important. Practically, response inhibition is the ability to resist participating in an inviting, habitual, or highly tempting activity, such as *not* drinking at a party where alcohol is easily accessible and when everyone else is doing so. Response inhibition is critical for successful goal achievement, as it includes the ability to suppress irrelevant stimuli and automatic behavioural impulses ([@bb0037]). In terms of behaviour, youth with response inhibition difficulties have more alcohol-related problems, use a greater number of substances, and display greater comorbid alcohol and drug use ([@bb0069]).

The neural and behavioural development of response inhibition is protracted throughout adolescence (e.g., [@bb0014]; [@bb0081]; [@bb00108]). Response inhibition is generally measured with go/no-go tasks. In a recent fMRI study, subjects ages 6 to 29 years carried out an go/no-go task with emotional (happy faces) and neutral cues (calm faces) ([@bb0086]). The ability to resist the neutral no-go stimuli improved with age, and was associated with the development of increased PFC activity. In contrast, adolescents (relative to children and adults) showed lower ability to resist emotional no-go stimuli, which was associated with increased ventral striatum (VS) activity. Consistent with an evolving theory of adolescent risk-taking, across go/no-go and other response inhibition tasks, adolescents tend to show a pattern of greater activity in the VS in response to emotional or rewarding cues at the same time as an intermediate level of PFC activity (see [@bb0012]; [@bb0023] for review).

6.7. Transition into alcohol use {#sec6.7}
--------------------------------

[@bb0070]. This longitudinal study involved 38 adolescents ages 12--14 years with limited histories of alcohol use. During scanning, participants carried out a go/no-go task that consisted of a sequence of trials in which either a fixation cross or a blue shape was presented. Participants were asked to press a button when they saw a go stimulus (e.g., large circle), but to refrain from pressing the button (inhibit their response) when they saw a less frequent, no-go stimulus (e.g., small square). There were no significant group differences in task performance. Following scanning, adolescents and their parents were followed up annually with interviews covering drinking and other behaviours. Based on follow-up data, youth were classified as AU youth (defined as transitioning to heavy use of alcohol; n = 21; 10 females) or as non-AU youth (no heavy drinking episodes; n = 17; 9 females). Looking back at the baseline fMRI data when both groups were 13--14 years of age, AU youth showed less task-relevant activation than non-AU youth during inhibitory trials in 12 brain regions (left dlPFC, left superior and middle frontal gyri, right inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral medial frontal gyrus, bilateral paracentral lobules/cingulate gyrus, left cingulate, left putamen, left and right middle temporal gyri, left and right inferior parietal lobules and pons). There were no regions in which non-AU youth showed more activation than AU youth. AU youth showed less than expected response across areas important to inhibition and substance use vulnerability (right inferior frontal, right parietal, left cingulate). The authors suggest that these findings reflect delayed maturation of inhibitory networks, which may place youth on a neurodevelopmental trajectory linked to difficulties with cognitive control and substance use later in adolescence.

[@bb00118]. This longitudinal study involved 60 participants ages 12--14 years who displayed minimal, if any, alcohol use at baseline, and who were then followed up and retrospectively classified as future AU (defined as heavy drinkers who experience alcohol-induced blackouts, B+; n = 20; 9 females, future heavy drinkers who do not experience alcohol-induced blackouts, B−; n = 20; 9 females) and non-AU youth (continuous non-drinkers, n = 20; 9 females). At baseline, participants carried out the same go/no-go task as reported in [@bb0070] and [@bb00119]. Despite no group differences in performance, AU youth showed significant differences in several brain regions.

Specifically, within the sample of AU youth, B+ youth showed greater BOLD signal during inhibitory trials than non-AU youth in task-relevant regions including the left middle frontal gyrus, right medial temporal lobe and left cerebellum. In the other sample of AU youth, B− youth showed less activation than non-AU youth in task-relevant regions including the right middle frontal gyrus and rostromedial prefrontal cortex. Both groups of AU youth (B+ and B− youth) showed less activation than non-AU youth in the right inferior parietal lobule. Within the sample of AU youth, the B+ group displayed greater activity than the B− group in the right middle frontal gyrus, left middle frontal gyrus, right middle temporal lobe, left cerebellar tonsil and pre-SMA. There were no regions in which the B− youth showed greater activation than the B+ youth. The authors found that, in contrast to the expected pattern, AU youth who transition to having blackouts showed an overall greater pattern of task-relevant response in salient frontal regions. The authors interpret these data (greater activation in light of equivalent behavioural performance) as suggestive of functional compensation. In other words, B+ youth might need to recruit more inhibitory processing areas to successfully inhibit behaviour. In terms of the longitudinal piece, it is worthwhile to note that greater right and left middle frontal brain regions in AU youth predicted a two-fold increase in risk for experiencing blackouts in the following five years. Thus, the differential pattern of frontoparietal inhibition processing in AU B+ youth may present future difficulties with successful inhibition.

[@bb00119]. In this longitudinal fMRI study, 40 participants ages 12--17 years were scanned before they had ever consumed alcohol. They were then followed up for three years and divided into two groups: AU youth (defined as those who transitioned into heavy drinking, n = 20; 9 females) and non-AU youth (continuous non-drinkers with limited use; n = 20; 9 females, matched demographically to the AU group). During baseline scanning, participants carried out a go/no-go task ([@bb0070]; [@bb00118]), which was repeated on the same scanner approximately three years later. Importantly, the ability to inhibit prepotent response significantly improved with age. Despite no group differences in performance, AU youth showed significant differences in several brain regions. A group × time interaction was observed, whereby at baseline, AU youth showed less activation across relevant inhibitory circuitry including the bilateral middle frontal gyri, right inferior parietal lobule, left putamen, and left cerebellar tonsil. At the follow-up, AU youth showed the reverse pattern, with relatively greater activation than non-AU youth across task-relevant regions including the bilateral middle frontal gyri, right inferior parietal lobule, and left cerebellum. The authors proposed that differences in brain-based patterns between AU and non-AU youth (particularly less activation in frontoparietal inhibition areas) reflect premorbid brain differences which increase risk for alcohol consumption, that transitions to a pattern of lower engagement of these same critical areas for AU youth. This might reflect problems engaging requisite brain regions involved in stimulus recognition, working memory, and response selection, once alcohol consumption has begun.

6.8. Summary of inhibition studies {#sec6.8}
----------------------------------

All inhibition studies ([@bb0070]; [@bb00118]; [@bb00119]) found that at baseline -- prior to their initiation of alcohol consumption -- future AU youth were less likely to engage task-relevant frontoparietal regions relevant to successful response inhibition, which could potentially reflect delayed maturation of these salient networks, as well as less ability to recruit these cognitive control networks. Notably, the two studies that also assessed follow-up behaviour ([@bb00118]; [@bb00119]) found an inverted pattern whereby, at the follow-up, youth who transitioned into alcohol use (AU youth) then showed relatively greater frontoparietal activation as compared with non-AU youth. This was interpreted as heavy drinking youth needing to allocate more resources to bring the requisite neural substrates on board to achieve the same inhibition performance as non-AU youth.

Ultimately, with the advantage of a longitudinal design, these studies indicate that premorbid differences in engagement of relevant frontoparietal networks correspond with a higher-risk trajectory. These studies also suggest two fascinating avenues for neurophenotypes, one for alcohol use risk prior to initiating drinking (less frontoparietal activation) and another for a higher-risk pattern once alcohol use has begun (greater frontoparietal activation).

7. Overview of fMRI studies {#sec7}
===========================

Most strikingly, virtually no group differences were observed in task performance (with the exception of [@bb00120]). In other words, AU youth were able to complete the requisite cognitive and behavioural tasks with similar accuracy and speed as non-AU youth. Despite comparable performance, AU youth showed notably different patterns of brain response across the evaluated tasks. In line with what has been reported across other broader reviews (e.g., [@bb0048]), prior to drinking, AU youth engaged fewer task-relevant brain regions (e.g., [@bb0070]; [@bb00118]; [@bb00119]), which shifted to a pattern of greater use of task-relevant regions once youth began drinking across two of the longitudinal studies ([@bb00118]; [@bb00119]). Compared with non-AU youth, AU youth also utilized numerous task-irrelevant regions (e.g., [@bb0016]; [@bb0084]; [@bb0093]; [@bb0092]; [@bb00104]).

Speculatively, termed "functional compensation" or "compensatory engagement" (e.g., [@bb0098]; [@bb00104]; [@bb00106]), this pattern of activity might underlie the similar task performance in AU and non-AU youth. Concretely, AU youth may be less able to access anticipated brain regions (task-relevant systems utilized by non-AU youth), with less-expected (task-irrelevant) areas coming on line to compensate for areas of decreased involvement, subsequently suggesting AU youths\' use of different cognitive strategies and neuronal organization. However, it is equally possible that this difference is due to maturation, whereby AU youth might just be slightly slower in having functions allocated to specialized networks as compared with their non-AU peers (e.g., [@bb0070]) (see [Future directions](#sec10){ref-type="sec"} section).

As with the structural studies, several functional studies showed gender differences, which did not represent a broad divergence from non-AU youth, but rather increased activation for AU females versus non-AU females, as compared with decreased activation for AU males versus non-AU males ([@bb0016]; [@bb0093]). These findings have been interpreted in the broader literature, as representing the unique risk that alcohol consumption might have for girls (e.g., [@bb0048]; [@bb0057]; [@bb0090]). How this risk translates to future behavioural sequelae for AU girls is an important area for future exploration.

8. Overall conclusions {#sec8}
======================

At this time, there is a large body of evidence indicating that AUDs are associated with significant changes in the adult human brain, including substantive reductions in WM (e.g., [@bb0064]). Despite excitement and interest in how drinking might impact the human adolescent brain, empirical studies remain scarce. Our goal in this systematic review was to offer one of the first syntheses of the human data in this emergent area to determine how active alcohol consumption influences the developing human adolescent brain.

In terms of this question, only 21 studies met our criteria (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) for empirically evaluating differences in structural and functional brain development in AU adolescents. While important design issues merit serious consideration (see [Limitations](#sec9){ref-type="sec"}), we believe that the existing data evaluated within this systematic review allow us to draw the following tentative conclusions about the relationship between active adolescent alcohol consumption (AU) and human brain development.

First, while other well-conducted reviews of adolescent AU and brain development have contained a much broader set of inclusion criteria (e.g., family history of alcohol use, genetic risk, other substance abuse; [@bb0048]; [@bb0057]), we utilized a more stringent set of criteria to evaluate the impact of AU on the developing brain. Consistent with the larger body of work in this area ([@bb0048]; [@bb0057]), even with this narrowly defined set of studies, the message is still clear: alcohol is a unique contributor to structural and functional alterations in the human adolescent brain.

Second, this systematic review sheds light on where those brain differences occur. Consistent with the broader work in this area ([@bb0048]; [@bb0057]; [@bb00115]), in this systematic review, we observed volumetric and connectivity differences for AU versus non-AU youth across key prefrontal areas, including but not limited to, the MFG, superior frontal gyrus, left frontal cortex, frontal pole, and IFG. These areas are critically involved in the capacity and command of executive control. Relevant to risk for future drinking, executive control encompasses response inhibition, which in day-to-day interactions, represents youths\' ability to resist the temptation to engage in risky, but exciting and rewarding activities (such as drinking with friends) ([@bb0072]).

We also observed structural and functional differences for AU versus non-AU youth across the meso-corticolimbic reward system, a dopamine-based brain pathway that includes the dorsal striatum (caudate/putamen), thalamus, anterior cingulate, internal capsule and IFG. The involvement of this system overlaps with human adult studies on alcohol addiction ([@bb0034]), and may be integral to the balance between incentive salience ('wanting' versus 'liking' a substance), control, and reward in decision-making processes around whether and how much to drink (e.g., [@bb0080]; [@bb0090]; [@bb00111]). Rodent models suggest that early and repeated exposure to alcohol during adolescence shifts the balance towards greater 'wanting' (incentive salience), enhances the rewarding features of alcohol (e.g., greater positive experiences of alcohol use, more rewarding experiences of intoxication), while concomitantly reducing the negative and punishing aspects of drinking (e.g., the sedative effects of alcohol, experiencing hangovers) ([@bb0090]).

In contrast to the broader human and animal literatures, in this systematic review, we did not observe differences between AU and non-AU youth across affect and emotion-regulation structures (e.g., hippocampus, amygdala; [@bb0048]; [@bb0057]; [@bb00113]; [@bb00115]). These findings may provide an important piece of the puzzle around alcohol\'s role in social facilitation (as an impetus) and social anxiety (as a consequence), which have been observed in animal models of AU ([@bb0090]). One potential reason for the absence of this relationship in this systematic review was our strict examination of differences between active alcohol consumption and brain structure/function. Subsequently, the differences in affect and emotion regulation may be closer tied to other risk factors (e.g., family history; genetic risk), rather than being an independent correlate or consequence of actual AU.

The third conclusion from this systematic review is that, consistent with existing human reviews ([@bb0048]; [@bb0057]), adolescent AU females may be at heightened vulnerability for alterations in brain structure and function. This is relevant because gender differences have been found in MRI studies of typical brain development, with GM volume in the frontal and parietal lobes peaking later in boys relative to girls during late childhood/early adolescence ([@bb0038]; [@bb0040]). The greater deviation from expected developmental patterns suggests a more deleterious effect of alcohol on young female brain development. To that end, some have proposed that AU interferes with normal NMDA-mediated synaptic pruning ([@bb0094]). In terms of broader psychosocial impact, the differential neurodevelopmental impact of AU for females is particularly relevant given the greater alcohol-related consequences observed for females in epidemiological studies ([@bb0042]). Yet, the nature of this pattern − whether it reflects a premorbid constellation of risk, a correlate, or a consequence of adolescent AU − is far from fully understood. The potential role of sex hormones in this equation provides an area for future investigation ([@bb0074]; [@bb0090]).

Fourth, we found evidence for a relationship between quantity of alcohol consumed and adolescent brain structure and function. In particular, greater AU consumption was related to lower brain volume in several regions, less WM integrity and lower levels of BOLD response ([@bb0031]; [@bb0057]; [@bb0062]; [@bb00102]).

Our fifth conclusion addresses what these data mean in terms of clinical prevention and intervention implications. Ultimately, these collective data suggest that there is a different pattern of brain structure and function for AU versus non-AU youth. Concretely, these brain-based differences are relevant because they have been found to place youth at greater risk for future binge drinking and sustained AUDs long into adulthood (e.g., [@bb0050]; [@bb0090]). While there are concerns about how this trajectory would progress unchecked, there is also room for optimism. The broader human adolescent addiction literature suggests that observed differences return to typical patterns when AU is discontinued ([@bb0057]; [@bb0064]; [@bb00115]). Thus, the human adolescent brain may be able to get back on track once youth are able to reduce or abstain from AU. One promising clinical avenue may be to bolster and strengthen prefrontal/executive control skills, to help AU youth improve their decision-making in favour of reducing AU. Similarly, approaches that re-orient AU youth to the relationship between incentive salience, control and reward might be particularly beneficial. Potential interventions include motivational interviewing (which enhances self-reflection and introspection substrates in adolescents; [@bb0032]), mindfulness (which allows youth to de-couple the link between desire to use and actual use; [@bb0013]), and contingency management (which may help bolster the rewarding aspects of reduced use/abstinence; [@bb0095]).

9. Limitations {#sec9}
==============

While there are numerous strengths to the presented systematic review, including that reviewed studies represent an important first step towards synthesizing the empirical data around human adolescent AU and brain function and structure, the findings should be interpreted in light of the following limitations.1*Presence of potential confounds*. Due to the established role of co-occurring psychiatric factors (e.g., [@bb0025]), co-occurring substance use (e.g., [@bb004]), and family history of AU (e.g., [@bb0089]) in AU youths\' brain structure and function, we intentionally omitted studies that explicitly targeted these factors (e.g., evaluations of co-occurring psychopathology, those in which the primary focus was not on alcohol, evaluations of family history) in the absence of examining actively drinking youth. However, we recognize that this approach may still have limitations, and have therefore detailed potential confounding factors in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} to aid reader interpretation of the presented synthesis.2*Causation versus correlation*. The majority of studies included in this systematic review were cross-sectional. Subsequently, it is not possible to disentangle whether brain-based differences represent an antecedent risk factor that predated youth alcohol consumption (potentially placing youth at greater risk for AU), whether they reflect a consequence of adolescent drinking, and/or whether they indicate some unmeasured (and potentially unexpected) third factor that contributes to both.3*Lack of longitudinal research that follows AU youth into adulthood*. Human and animal neuro-developmental research suggests that even slight and subtle changes in brain structure and function during adolescence can have long standing effects upon neurodevelopmental and socio-emotional growth, including the potential to develop psychopathology and engage in future substance use ([@bb0048]; [@bb0090]). However, the limited body of longitudinal studies that follow AU youth into adulthood makes definitive conclusions about the sustained behavioural or neural sequelae of adolescent AU impossible at this time.4*Interpretation of adolescent MRI/fMRI research*. As with all neuroimaging studies that compare groups, there is no clear way to interpret differences in brain structure and function between the two groups. For example, we are still far from understanding whether higher volume or activation in one group compared with another is "good" or "bad". Higher levels of activation in the AU group could be interpreted as representing compensatory mechanisms, while lower activation may represent less neural engagement or less recruitment of necessary brain systems. Furthermore, it is not possible to know what differences in GM or WM correspond to at a cellular or synaptic level. Smaller GM volumes have often been interpreted as reflecting cell loss, potentially specifically in the form of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity, upregulation of inflammatory mediators, synaptic loss, alterations in glia and/or white matter pathology that leads to cell absence or loss ([@bb0063]; [@bb0083]). However, all interpretations at this point are purely speculative, made with a degree of bias that alcohol must be having a deleterious effect. Thus, we have to be cautious when attempting to interpret differences between groups. Animal studies are one important avenue that can help inform interpretation of human data.5*Small samples and multiple tests*. As seen in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, while some studies have relatively large samples (e.g., [@bb00105]), most have quite limited sample sizes (e.g., Ns \< 20). In addition, several studies conducted numerous tests, without clear delineation of their multiple comparison correction. We have thus opted to be conservative in drawing conclusions from each study individually, and instead focus upon generalized patterns across studies.6*Culture-specific studies*. With notable exceptions (e.g., [@bb0031]; [@bb00120]), most studies in this field originate from a small number of research settings in the US. Thus, replication across other research laboratories in other countries is a critical next step to evaluate the robustness of these findings across other regions.7*Age considerations*. These studies were all evaluated with adolescents (defined as ages 19 and under). Therefore, caution is warranted in extrapolating results to older age groups (emerging adults, adults). Because the reviewed studies did not include adult comparison groups, we have no information about whether the results would be significantly different in the human adult brain. In other words, while animal studies suggest that alcohol has greater effects on the adolescent versus adult brain ([@bb0090]), the reviewed studies do not allow us to draw a conclusion about how the effects compare developmentally.8*Relatively light levels of alcohol use*. In contrast to patterns observed in adults with AUDs (e.g., [@bb0064]), despite meeting criteria for binge drinking and/or AUDs, the quantity and frequency of alcohol use for approximately half of the AU samples in this systematic review were fairly modest (e.g., 1--2 binge drinking episodes in the past 3 months and/or \<25 total drinks per month, e.g., [@bb0046]; [@bb0058]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0062]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0084]; [@bb0094]; [@bb00105]; [@bb00118]; [@bb00119]; [@bb00120]). Thus, more AU youth in this evaluation had patterns and levels of drinking behaviour that are consonant with broader, typically-developing adolescents (e.g., [@bb0085]), for whom some experimentation with alcohol and other substance use is normative. This is important because it means that while a subset of the AU samples exhibited very high levels of problem drinking (e.g., \>40 drinks per month; [@bb0016]; [@bb0017]; [@bb0031]; [@bb0063]; [@bb0067]; [@bb00103]; [@bb00102]; [@bb00104]), overall, the observed patterns of brain impact were found for AU youth without heavy, sustained, adult-like patterns of drinking, but instead light, occasional consumption. This suggests that caution should be taken when extrapolating these results to youth with much heavier patterns of AU, such as weekly binge drinkers. However, these data also indicate that these results can be generalized to the wider set of typically-developing youth.

10. Future directions {#sec10}
=====================

The current challenge is how to determine the isolated effect of alcohol on the human brain. This question exists within all brain-based studies of addiction. As discussed in the [Limitations](#sec9){ref-type="sec"}, in human research it is virtually impossible to disentangle the influence of alcohol from the possible contaminator effects across myriad factors (e.g., maternal AU, family history of AUDs, genetic risk, social disadvantage, psychiatric comorbidity, co-occurring substance use). Importantly, this is as true in adolescent addiction neuroscience as it is within the field of adult addiction neuroscience. However, rather than representing an insurmountable limitation, we suggest that it is particularly important to continue to conduct this research with AU youth in order to empirically evaluate the impact of drinking on the developing brain. Polysubstance use is the norm for many AU youth, just like AU youth are more likely to come from families with positive alcohol histories ([@bb0033]). We believe that making every effort to limit these confounds, but also acknowledging that they exist in the 'real world' will yield the most generalizable results.

To that end, we recommend the following routes for future work. Carefully conducted, large-scale longitudinal studies that evaluate youth *prior to drinking onset*, are critical for deconstructing the 'chicken or the egg' issue (e.g., [@bb0048]; [@bb0057]; [@bb0090]; [@bb00115]). In addition to longitudinal designs, future studies would benefit from including larger samples, other measures of substance use (e.g., biological markers of alcohol use along with self-report), a broader range of substance use, and longer follow-up periods. While it is not ethically possible to randomize youth to receive social disadvantage or maternal alcohol use, or even to use alcohol itself, it might be worthwhile to compare youth who only use alcohol versus those who are polysubstance using, to determine how different patterns of substance use impact the developing brain.

In addition, while data suggest that female AU youth might be particularly vulnerable, we are far from understanding the differential nature of alcohol use on the adolescent female brain. Thus, further examination of gender differences represents a research priority, as the clinical impact of these behavioural differences may render female youth more likely to incur behavioural risk despite drinking similar, or even lower, levels than their male peers ([@bb0042]).

In sum, these integrative data point to the significance of drinking during adolescent neurodevelopment. Examining how alcohol consumption influences the developing brain is particularly important during adolescence, when the brain undergoes significant stretches of change. These data also highlight an important avenue for future research: understanding how to ensure and sustain a protective neural profile for youth will be key to improving prevention programming for alcohol-abusing youth.
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  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1\. English language
  2\. Peer reviewed (e.g., dissertations and poster abstracts not eligible)
  3\. Published before January 2014
  4\. Use of MRI or fMRI
  5\. Human participants (no animals only)
  6\. Must include participants aged 19 and under (no studies with participants aged 20 and over)
  7\. Inclusion of alcohol-using sample (defined as youth who had used alcohol at least one time in the past 12 months)
  8\. If multiple substances, must include alcohol as primary focus
  9\. N ≥ 12 in adolescent group
  10\. Empirical data (e.g., no reviews)
  11\. Presentation of main effects
  13\. Excluded if: examination of other contributing factors (prenatal substance use exposure; family history of alcohol use) in absence of adolescent alcohol use
  14\. Excluded if: focus on other psychiatric, neurological, pharmacological or adult substance use conditions
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Overview of the 10 MRI studies of AU youth.
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Abbreviations: AU: alcohol using; MJ: marijuana using; AUD: alcohol use disorder; BD: binge drinkers; FD: future drinker; AUDIT: alcohol use disorder identification test; DSM\*; all DSM Axis I disorders: MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; VBM: voxel based morphometry; GM: grey matter; WM: white matter; DTI: diffusion tensor imaging; FSL: FMRIB software library; FIRST: FMRIB image registration and segmentation tool; ROI: region of interest; FAST: FMRIB\'s automated segmentation tool; FDT: FMRIB diffusion toolbox; FMRIB: functional MRI of the brain; TBSS: tract-based spatial statistics; PFC: prefrontal cortex; AFNI: analysis of functional neuroimages; ICV: intracranial volume; DTIFIT: FMRIB\'s diffusion toolbox; FA: functional anisotropy; MD: mean diffusivity; CS: cross-sectional; L: longitudinal; A\* and B\* samples are consistent between [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Overview of the 11 fMRI studies of AU youth.
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Abbreviations: AU: alcohol using; B+: experienced alcohol induced black out; B−: did not experience alcohol induced blackout; AUD: alcohol use disorder; BD: binge drinkers; FD: future drinker; DSM\*: all DSM Axis I disorders, AFNI: analysis of functional neuroimages; CS: cross-sectional; L: longitudinal; A\* and B\* samples are consistent between [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}.
